
CC EX 8 – EMERGENCY PROCEDURES SURVIVAL: 
Purpose: Survival drill to SOP’s. 
 
PMSRG CR1                    Implementation date  01/09/06                Review date 01/09/07 
ABANDON SHIP SAFETY CHECKLIST                       

Communication 
Orders from the intercom or stamping on flybridge floor indicates there is need to contact the 
Skipper immediately. 

Always remember 
 

STAY CALM -                 Stop, Think, Act 
                                              ALWAYS -                        Communicate with Skipper 

Abandon Ship 

 
Abandon Ship order can only be given by the Skipper. 

 
As Crew, we have a responsibility to ensure the safety of all Passengers as well as ourselves. 
 

• Skipper to radio/phone distress call & message that includes position. 
  
• Abandon ship order given by - by skippers orders (or repeated short and long horn 

blasts) 
 
• Ensure crew/passengers have life jackets correctly fitted. 
 
• Throw Liferaft over from on cabin roof (a line is needed to ensure it cant drift away 

too quickly.)  
 
• Instruct passengers to jump into water holding life jacket collar at front and pulling 

down and legs together. Ensure they are not jumping into shallow water. Avoid 
jumping from Top Deck.  

 
• Check toilets - berth - cabin is clear of passengers/crew. 

 
• Report to Skipper before Crew abandon with flares EPIRB and water. 

 
• Ensure no. of survivors match the boarding tally, issue seasickness pills, treat injured. 

 
• Tie EPIRB to raft and activate, operate parachute flare. 
 
• Maintain a lookout. 

 

 

Approving officer  R.Hope                        Signed                                         Date 01/09/06 
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PORT MACQUARIE SEA RESCUE GROUP 
TDMMF1101A  Survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment 
TDMMF801B   Comply with emergency procedures 

PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT - EVENT 2 SURVIVAL 
HELD AT....................................................................... 

 
TRAINEE NAME:...................................................... DATE:............. 
Each trainee must complete all of the following tasks. 
 

TASK RESULT COMMENT 
Entering the water from a height while wearing a life jacket.   

Moving through the water while wearing a lifejacket.   

Assuming a posture to reduce heat loss while in the water, 
individually and as part of a group. 

  

Launching and inflating a liferaft.   

Righting a capsized liferaft.   

Entering a liferaft from the water and from the vessel.   

Assisting injured persons into a liferaft.   

Using a rescue quoit to assist persons alongside the liferaft.   

Moving the liferaft through the water.   

Securing the raft against the weather.   
Assessment was conducted by observation / questioning to the requirement of the Training Package TDM01. 
 
Assessor Name………………………………………. 
 
Assessor Signs..……………………………………… 
 
Trainee Signs....……………………………………… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Training resources:  
Workbook-     “Shipboard safety”. 
Presentation - CD Index>C.C. Lessons> “Survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment. 
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	Moving the liferaft through the water.

